(b) the sadhana of the traveller
The details of Sadhana have been given in the 22 cantos
from the 3rd canto of Book I to the end of Book 3. The
Sadhana of the Traveller (Aswapati) was over with the boon
obtained from the Supreme Divine Mother.
The Sadhana of the Traveller has been briefly described
by Sri Aurobindo himself in a letter thus :
First, he is achieving his own spiritual self-fulfilment as
the Individual in the Yoga of the King (cantos 3,4 & 5 of book I).
Next, he makes an ascent as a Typical representative of the
race to win the possibility of discovery and possession of all
the planes of consciousness and this is described in the 2nd .book
(consisting of 15 cantos).
Finally, he aspires no longer for himself but for all, for
Universal realisation and new Creation. This is described in
the book of the Divine Mother (Book 3, comprising 4 cantos).
As an individual, as he was passing through all the stages
in his Sadhana, "a many-miracled consciousness unrolled
in him."
Sunbelts of knowledge, moonbelts of delight
Stretched out in an ecstasy of widenesses
Beyond our indigent corporeal range,
There he could enter, there awhile abide.
A voyager upon uncharted routes
Fronting the viewless danger of the unknown,
Adventuring across enormous realms,
He broke in to another Space and Time. (Book I, C. 5)
Thus as an individual he achieved his own spiritual Self-fulfilment.
Now, he makes the ascent as a Typical representative of
the race. He broke into another Space and Time adventuring
across enormous realms, alone he moved watched by the
Infinity around him and the Unknowable above. He founds
lone immense highcurved world-pile erect like a mountain
chariot of the gods motionless tinder an inscrutable sky. This
world-pile connects the earth with the screened eternities. In

